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About:
I am a Graphic Designer based in Edinburgh 
and Newcastle, focussing on fresh, concept- 
based ideas. I enjoy exploring a lot of areas 
of design but my main interests are in Art 
Direction and Advertising.  My aim is to 
develop original, characterful concepts to 
engage society in whatever medium works 
best. I have a particular enthusiasm for 
food and drink. 

CONTACT:
zinniawa@icloud.com
+44 (0) 7824 331 289
@original.zin
www.originalzin.co.uk



2/30The best kept secret

Mayonnaise is an emulsion- a mixture of two 
liquids that normally can’t be combined.  
I directed an advert, filmed by Zoe Warde, to 
reveal the ‘secret ways to eat mayonnaise’ - an 
indulgent glimpse into peoples sometimes 
squirm-worthy combinations. 

Advertising/Film
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Ending scene: slogan



7/30Dejam Agency

Whilst co-managing our student-led agency, 
Dejam, we organised a brief set by one of 
our mentors Tangent Agency; to develop 
a campaign to reach families who havent 
considered fostering before. Our aim: to break 
the stigma of the “perfect foster carer” by 
avoiding guilt tripping photos of sad children 
and using bolder graphic shapes to represent  
the idea that ‘anyone can foster’ in order to 
appeal to a wider audience. 

We hoped that later the visuals could later be 
created through design workshops with foster 
children, allowing them to be a part of the 
campaign. We also wanted to run a direct mail 
campaign, to reach residential areas with the 
potential to foster.

Direct mail/Poster campaign
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A recipe book I cooked and captured and 
styled, for easy student recipes. ‘There’s No 
Plate Like Home’ started with realising how 
little people at uni sit down and eat togther. 
Therefore this book aims to bring people back 
together at the table. With less writing and 
more photos of realistic quick dishes. 

Print/Layout/Photography/IIlustration/Styling 
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A brief set by Martini to encourage people ‘to 
choose time for friends’ during Martini Time, 
through their brand experience of ‘Think, Feel, 
Do.’ My concept stemmed from organising an 
event with a group of 22-24 year olds to create 
their own Martini cocktails, the result; it was 
indeed “SURPRISINGLY GOOD” . 

Two outcomes-
I used the Boomf box with its suprising 
opening, as a voucher to encourage people to 
buy Martini. The second outcome to support 
this, was a short video sting, showing how 
surprisingly good Granny and Grandpa are at 
making time for friends through tennis.  

Direct mail campaign/Video sting
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Fruit Illustrations, Original Zin

Illustrations in development for my personal 
branding. Concept based on my Instagram 
name original zin - a play on Original sin as 
committed when ‘Eve consumed the apple 
from the tree of the knowledge of good and 
evil.’  The apple sticker created to apply to 
collateral pieces such as my cv and business 
cards. The colours stem from lemons, limes, 
grapefruit, oranges as garnish possibilities 
for a Zin & Tonic. (A good drink to have whilst 
looking through my portfolio.)

Digital illustration
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18/30
ATA 

A collaboration project as part of the student- 
run Agency-Flip. The brief was to create a 
concept to promote a Scandinavian take away 
for open sandwhiches. The word ‘ATA’ which 
means to take in Norwegian, along with the 
tag line ‘Perfectly balanced’, this promotes a 
balanced and healthy lifestyle, with a fresh 
idea of take aways. With others, I worked on 
the food photography and menu design for a 
promotional dish.  

Branding/Photography
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23/30
SXSW

SXSW is a festival celebrating the convergence 
of the interactive creative industries. Through 
making and experimenting with materials,  
I created a stand out poster along with a short 
animation to advertise the festival.

Poster/Video 
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26/30
Buy Local!

A self-initiated flyer campaign with a light- 
hearted approach, encouraging people to 
realise and value what shops they have around 
them which are offering delivery services 
during Covid-19. I produced a a receipt-like 
list giving people options on how to go about 
ordering, as well as facts and activities. 

The campaign has different catchphrases, 
images and sets of information to be handed 
out each week, targeting directly supermarket 
shoppers. These flyers were placed on cars 
in the supermarket car park, using social 
distancing measures to get the message  
to as many people as possible. 

Advertising Campaign
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Contact:
zinniawa@icloud.com
+44 (0) 7824 331 289
@original.zin
www.originalzin.co.uk

Thank you!
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